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Noteboom Tutorials is now Dan's Tutorials
Published on 11/13/19
Noteboom Tutorials today announces that they have rebranded into Dan's Tutorials. Dan's
Tutorials has the same highly rated tutorials recorded by the same owner, Dan Wassink,
it's just a more personal name with a new, better designed, and faster website. The
tutorials, which focus on the Mac, iPad, iPhone, Apple Watch, and Apple TV, are now better
organized, reminders are sent to members before renewals, and members of Dan's Tutorials
can pause their subscriptions, among other new features.
Holland, Michigan - Noteboom Productions, Ltd. today is proud to announce that Noteboom
Tutorials, their site that hosts over 1,000 lessons and tips for the Mac, iPad, iPhone,
Apple Watch, and Apple TV, has been rebranded as Dan's Tutorials. These tutorials are
designed to give users a better understanding of how to effectively use Apple devices, and
now they are hosted on an all-new site with new features members have been asking for,
including reminders being sent before renewal.
"I am excited to announce Dan's Tutorials", said Dan Wassink, President of Noteboom
Productions, Ltd. "I've been working on this for a while. It started as a simple host
change to make it faster. That went well, so it got me thinking 'what else could I do?' As
an example, members have been asking for reminders before subscription renewals. How could
I do this? It required new tools. So I started rebuilding my site as a side project. One
thing lead to another, and before I even knew it, I had a faster website with better
features for my members. In addition to sending out reminders before renewals, the new
site allows members to pause there subscription, they can take note with each lesson, and
it offers multiple memberships. With multiple memberships, a member can buy additional
memberships for family or friends."
Dan added, "This also got me thinking about the name. When I created Noteboom Productions,
I wanted to portray a larger company, even though it was just me. But that does not fit in
with today's thinking; now you want to be more personal. Well, my members already know me
as Dan, not as Noteboom Productions or Noteboom Tutorials. When they send a message or
initiate a chat, the reply is from me, Dan. So I registered danstutorials.com, and started
branding the new site as Dan's Tutorials." Dan also added, "The feedback I've received has
been great!."
Membership to Dan's Tutorials is subscription-based and includes instant access to all the
tutorials. Membership also includes access to new tutorials as they are released. Users
can watch the tutorials on any device - Mac, iPad, iPhone, Apple Watch, and Apple TV.
Members can favorite tutorials they are taking, making them easier to go back to. Also,
the site tracks a user's progress by tracking individual lessons as they are viewed. New
with Dan's Tutorials, members can now take notes with each lesson.
Tutorials on Dan's Tutorials include:
* Tutor for Mac
* Tutor for iPhone
* Tutor for iPad
* Tutor for Apple Watch
* Tutor for Apple TV
* Tutor for Books
* Tutor for Calendar
* Tutor for Contacts
* Tutor for Files
* Tutor for Image Capture
* Tutor for iMovie
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* Tutor for iTunes
* Tutor for Keynote
* Tutor for Mail
* Tutor for Notes
* Tutor for Numbers
* Tutor for Pages
* Tutor for Photos
* Tutor for Preview
* Tutor for Reminders
* Tutor for Safari
* Tutor for Tap Forms 5
* and more.
Pricing and Availability:
Membership is subscription based and includes instant access to all the tutorials. Various
plans are available including multiple membership plans. Membership also includes 14-day
free trial.
Dan's Tutorials:
https://www.danstutorials.com/?utm_source=prmac
Dan's Tutorials Pricing:
https://www.danstutorials.com/pricing/?utm_source=prmac
Tutorials Available:
https://www.danstutorials.com/tips-tutorials/?utm_source=prmac

Noteboom Productions, Ltd., an independent developer based out of Holland, Michigan, was
formed in 2010 by Dan Wassink and Beth Wassink for the purpose of creating video tutorials
for the iPhone/iPod touch, iPad, and the Macintosh computer. Copyright (C) 2019 Noteboom
Productions, Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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